1. INTRODUCTION
===============

More than 1.8 million adults are diagnosed with uro-oncological diseases annually, of which prostate cancer (PC) is the most prevalent; thus, PC is a pressing problem of modern oncology \[[@r1]\]. PC originates from various molecular genetic alterations that arise in somatic cells, including point mutations, extended deletions (loss of heterozygosity) in tumor suppressor gene loci, oncogene amplifications, aberrant DNA methylation patterns, and changes in the expression patterns of regulatory RNAs and many structural genes \[[@r2]\]. Certain alterations can be considered as diagnostic or prognostic markers, often occurring in early carcinogenesis and determining the tumor progression and/or sensitivity to antitumor drugs \[[@r3]\].

New generations of malignant cells originating from an initial clone accumulate different sets of molecular genetic alterations during carcinogenesis. Several populations of morphologically identical tumor cells arise as a result, and some of them may have a selective advantage over the others, leading to tumor progression. Of considerable importance in this process is the influence of the stromal microenvironment, the intensity of the tumor vascularization, the tumor nodule size, the speed of cell proliferation in the tumor, and other factors \[[@r4]\]. At the same time, genetic alterations, including point mutations of the coding and regulatory regions of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, have important roles in carcinogenesis, and are the most common molecular genetic events in carcinogenesis. Although some PC-related mutations were studied as early as the 20th century, it was not until recently that whole exome or whole genome mutation profiling of tumors became possible due to high-throughput microarray and next-generation sequencing (NGS) \[[@r5]\]. This review summarizes the data obtained by routine molecular genetic methods and NGS related to the somatic mutations that arise at various steps of carcinogenesis and are of importance for diagnosing PC and testing its sensitivity to targeted therapy.

2. DNA MARKERS IN THE FIELD CANCERIZATION AREA
==============================================

Early laboratory diagnosis of PC is generally based on measuring the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels in the blood. PSA is an organ-specific, but not cancer-specific, marker, and its concentration is elevated in hyperplasia, adenoma of the prostate and prostatitis. In addition to PSA, the concentration of p2PSA (PSA precursor containing the N-terminal peptide) is measured in the laboratory practice, and the Prostate Health Index (PHI) is calculated as (p2PSA/fPSA) x (tPSA)½, where the concentrations of р2PSA, free (f) and total (t) PSA should be considered. The accuracy of the PHI is higher than the accuracy of the tPSA or fPSA fractions (the areas under curve, AUC, are 0.73, 0.55 and 0.6, respectively) \[[@r6]\]. An analysis of pro- and retrospective studies also indicates that AUC for p2PSA and PHI generally vary from 0.7 to 0.8, whereas the AUC for tPSA ranges from 0.55 to 0.6. However, the reported thresholds of p2PSA and PHI vary widely among publications, and these tests are not as widely used as the traditional PSA test \[[@r7]\].

Increased PSA levels that are confirmed by a repeat test are an indication for biopsy. Morphological examinations of prostate neoplasms are rather difficult because of their heterogeneous and multifocal nature. The glandular structures of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) often neighbor prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) foci and multiple PC foci, which vary in the extent of cell differentiation \[[@r8]\]. Hence, repeat biopsy is recommended when a negative result is obtained in the primary biopsy and a higher PSA level persists; however, the result of the repeat biopsy is similarly negative in 70-80% of cases \[[@r9]\].

Therefore, it is important to identify the genetic alterations that would be detectable not only in the tumor but also in the area of field cancerization in its immediate vicinity in primary biopsy material, providing a better foundation for repeat biopsy. Field cancerization is a phenomenon where cells of an epithelium area accumulate more mutations during ontogeny compared with cells of neighboring regions such that the risk of carcinogenesis is the highest in the field cancerization area. As observed in previous genome-wide studies, the tumor-adjacent epithelium from the field cancerization area contains a 3.4-kb deletion of the mitochondrial DNA (3.4mtΔ) in 80% of cases \[[@r10]\]. The sensitivity and specificity of 3.4mtΔ testing in PC was estimated at approximately 80% and 70%, respectively, and the deletion was detected in 10-15% of BPH cases \[[@r11]\]. Despite of its relatively low specificity, PCR for 3.4mtΔ is efficient at detecting false positive results of the primary biopsy; *i.e.*, the deletion is promising for use as a criterion to repeat biopsy \[[@r10], [@r12], [@r13]\]. The pathogenic role of 3.4mtΔ is still a matter of discussion.

Sequencing of the cell exome and mitochondrial genome in 64 PC samples showed that mutations of mtDNA genes occur at a 55-fold higher frequency compared with mutations of the coding regions of the nuclear genome. Although little is known about the fate of mtDNA mutations within the clonal evolution of tumors, several studies provide evidence for their selection. An investigation of mtDNA mutations in 14 tumor types, including 19 PC samples, reported positive selection of clones with deletions that damaged the oxidative phosphorylation genes and contributed to the manifestation of the Warburg effect \[[@r14]\]. In another study, sequencing of the mtDNA derived from normal prostate tissues, primary tumors, soft tissue metastases and bone metastases of 9 PC patients showed that subclones with the Thr114Ala mutation in the *ND3* gene are predominant in bone metastases compared with other sites \[[@r15]\]. At the same time, the majority of mtDNA point mutations in a variety of tumors are passenger mutations that are not subject to clonal selection \[[@r16]\]. High genetic heterogeneity was reported for primary tumors from different patients in studies of the nuclear genome, as well as for multiple tumor foci from one patient in studies using laser microdissection and exome sequencing \[[@r17]-[@r19]\]. The vast majority of somatic mutations detected in the field cancerization area and primary tumors by exome sequencing occur at low frequencies, preventing the use of any of the mutations as an individual marker for PC diagnosis. However, common genetic alterations (*e.g. PCA3* and *TMPRSS2:ERG*) were observed and characterized in PC before the NGS technology was developed.

3. *TMPRSS2:ERG* AND *PCA3* EXPRESSION IN PRIMARY TUMORS
========================================================

The *PCA3* (prostate cancer gene 3) cDNA, which is overexpressed in PC, was identified by differential display approximately 15 years ago. The *PCA3* product is a noncoding RNA that has several isoforms \[[@r20]\]. PC cells desquamate into the lumen of the urinary tract and are present in the urine sediment, allowing noninvasive diagnosis. In some studies, *PCA3* expression in the urine sediment obtained after prostate massage was studied by real-time PCR with TaqMan probes. The results were calibrated with *KLK3*, which encodes PSA and is expressed in a prostate-specific manner \[[@r21]\]. Another approach based on transcription-mediated amplification (TMA) uses a "Progensa" kit to analyze *PCA3* and *KLK3* expression \[[@r22]\]. *PCA3* is upregulated in the tumor compared with the normal tissue, and thus a problem arises as to what threshold should be set for the "Progensa" PCA3-Score. A score of 35 is commonly accepted, whereas a score of 20-25 is used in some studies to increase the diagnostic sensitivity of the assay \[[@r23], [@r24]\]. Based on a PCA3-Score of 35, the assay has a sensitivity of 52-67%, a specificity of 72-80%, and a diagnostic accuracy of 70-77%, according to several estimates \[[@r25]-[@r28]\]. The highest (85%) diagnostic accuracy is achieved with PCA3-Score of 20, according to the most recent meta-analysis \[[@r29]\]. *PCA3* was characterized as a marker whose diagnostic accuracy is higher than the accuracies of total PSA and the free-to-total PSA ratio \[[@r25], [@r30], [@r31]\]. Studies of more than 3,000 patients showed that the urine-based test for *PCA3* expression aids not only in the decision for repeat prostate biopsy in patients with elevated PSA levels but also in the primary PC diagnosis \[[@r32]\].

It is possible to assay *PCA3* in a multiplex analysis with other genes that are specifically expressed in PC to improve the diagnostic accuracy. PC is often associated with fusion genes that result from fusion of the 5'-untranslated region of *TMPRSS2* with genes of the ETS transcription factor family. *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* is the fusion gene that is detected in the vast majority of cases; it is detected in 50% of PC cases and is not detected in normal tissue \[[@r33]\]. *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* generation is an early event in carcinogenesis because the fusion gene is identified in 11% of high-grade PIN foci. The specificity of the marker is usually no more than 90%, based on this finding. However, there is evidence that high-grade PIN more frequently progresses to PC in the presence of *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* than in its absence, which may be explained by the coexistence of the high grade PIN with the already shaped adenocarcinoma foci, although this result has not been confirmed by all investigators \[[@r34], [@r35]\]. The results of the relevant studies indicate that the *PCA3* and *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* mRNAs should be simultaneously assayed in the urine sediment to reduce the number of false negative results without appreciably increasing the number of false positive result \[[@r36], [@r37]\]. A multicenter study showed that the combination of *PCA3* and *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* increases the diagnostic accuracy to 84% in urine tests for PC \[[@r38]\].

The above genetic markers (the mtDNA deletion, *PCA3* overexpression, and *TMPRSS2*:*ERG* fusion) are characteristics of PC initiation and are found in early tumors. These markers can be considered as clinical markers, and commercial tests for their detection exist ("Progensa", which is approved by the FDA, Prostate Core Mitomic Test, and Mi-Prostate Score) \[[@r6]\]. Other somatic mutations arise in PC during further clonal evolution, determining the variant of tumor that develops and the set of potential targets for targeted therapy.

4. MUTATIONS AND CLONAL EVOLUTION OF CASTRATION-REFRACTORY PROSTATE CANCER
==========================================================================

The androgen receptor (AR) signaling pathway is a key mechanism regulating prostate cell proliferation in both normal and pathological conditions \[[@r39]\]. Anti-androgen therapy has come to occupy a main place among drug treatments for PC. Anti-androgens significantly increase patient survival, but the tumors become refractory to hormonal therapy in several years, and the disease progresses \[[@r40]\]. The AR signaling pathway remains active in these tumors, although testosterone synthesis is suppressed (castration). The *AR* gene is amplified or acquires an activating mutation in the tumor. Consequently, AR synthesis switches to a constitutively active AR variant as a result of alternative splicing of the *AR* mRNA, and intratumoral/extragonadal androgen production occurs \[[@r41]\]. Constitutively active receptors lacking the ligand-binding domain can be expressed from the *AR* gene. Approximately ten alternative *AR* mRNAs have been detected in PC. AR variant 7 (AR-V7) is the most common, arising when cryptic exon 3b is included in the mRNA in place of exon 3 during splicing \[[@r42]\]. The greatest increase in AR-V7 is observed for a short period immediately after the patient starts androgen deprivation therapy, presumably resulting from compensatory overexpression of both the normal and minor *AR* mRNA variants. Therefore, it is expedient to block the pathological AR splice variants while using AR antagonists in therapy for PC. It should be noted that both alternative splicing and complex point mutations of *AR* are theoretically capable of generating AR-Vs and that both mechanisms were experimentally detected in tumor cells \[[@r43]\]. This circumstance explains the rapid acquisition of a castration-refractory character by the tumor and the subsequent selection and proliferation of the cell population in which the character is fixed both functionally and structurally. Based on the mechanisms known to underlie the development of castration-refractory prostate cancer (CRPC), drugs that block the AR signaling pathway at various levels are currently used in medicine. The first is abiraterone, which acts as a 17-α-hydroxylase and 17,20-liase inhibitor and thereby inhibits CYP17A1, a key androgen biosynthesis enzyme; enzalutamide is another drug that acts as a high-affinity AR antagonist \[[@r44], [@r45]\]. However, these new drugs are only effective for a limited period. Further clonal evolution generates cancer cell populations with missense mutations that affect *AR* and certain other genes and abolish the effect of the antagonists. For instance, clonal evolution of the tumor during enzalutamide treatment sometimes yields clones with *AR* containing the F876L missense mutation, which structurally alters the ligand-binding domain of the receptor such that enzalutamide exerts an effect that is virtually opposite to the expected effect, acting as an agonist of AR, rather than an antagonist \[[@r46]-[@r48]\]. The T877A mutation adapts the ligand-binding domain for AR activation by estrogens and progesterone; the L701H mutation, allows AR to be activated by cortisol. Other mutations characterized in CRPC include G142V, D221H, L179R, and W435L, which increase AR activity; E225K, which alters the E3-ubiquitin ligase-binding site to increase the AR lifetime in the nucleus; and T575A, which allows AR to activate nonspecific palindromic androgen response elements \[[@r49], [@r50]\]. Some tumors with acquired abiraterone resistance were found to carry the N367T somatic mutation of *HSD3B1*; the mutation protects the protein product of the gene from ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis and allows dihydrotestosterone synthesis to bypass testosterone \[[@r51], [@r52]\].

In addition to the androgen-independent constitutive activation of the AR signaling pathway, the tumor may evolve toward neuroendocrine differentiation and suppression of the pathway. Neuroendocrine differentiation (NED) occurs in 10-25% of CRPC tumors, producing a genuine hormone-refractory tumor, *i.e.*, the tumor no longer expresses AR and no longer depends on activation of the AR signaling pathway \[[@r53]\]. NED can be considered a qualitatively new stage of CRPC clonal evolution. The largest-scale genetic study in PC with NED was performed by transcriptome sequencing on the GA II Illumina NGS platform and included 7 adenocarcinomas with NED, 30 adenocarcinomas without NED, and 6 BPH samples. Amplification and subsequent overexpression of the *AURKA* and *MYCN* oncogenes was identified as the most prominent molecular genetic feature of NED, occurring in 40% of tumors with NED and only 5% of primary PC tumors \[[@r54]\]. It has been shown that *AURKA* and *MYCN* induce the expression of neuroendocrine markers, and the *MYCN* gene product (N-MYC transcription factor) directly binds to promoters of the genes encoding neuron-specific enolase, synaptophysin and AR. The *REST* gene may be considered a marker whose expression is reduced by NED. *REST* undergoes silencing in 50% of CRPC with NED and in only 3% of CRPC without NED. In this context, it is interesting to consider the results obtained for small cell CRPC with NED by exome sequencing and array-based SNP genotyping. Tumors were often found to carry *TP53, RB1, CHD1,* and *CDKN1B* deletions and *TP53, RB1, FOXA1*, and *CCAR1* point mutations. On one hand, the results support the idea that *TP53* and *RB1* inactivation are crucial in PC with NED; on the other hand, mutations of the AR cofactor genes (*FOXA1* and *CCAR1*) are implicated in the generation of AR-independent subclones \[[@r55]\]. Clonal evolution of primary PC to CRPC, including CRPC with NED, can be outlined as shown in Fig. (**[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The above examples point again to the increasingly important role NGS plays in studies of PC and its molecular genetic markers.

5. DRIVER MUTATIONS IDENTIFIED AS NEW MARKERS BY NEXT GENERATION SEQUENCING
===========================================================================

Each NGS study identifies an original set of genes that are often affected by mutations, but only few of the genes are similarly identified in other such studies and are of interest as new PC markers. For instance, the candidate gene set included *FOXA1, MED12, PTPN11, TSC2,* and *FGFR1* in a study of PC, and a role in carcinogenesis was emphasized for *FOXA1* \[[@r56]\]. FOXA1 acts as a cofactor of the estrogen receptor and AR, facilitating the opening of the chromatin structure and assembly of the transcription complex. *FOXA1* missense mutations are observed in 5% of PC and breast cancer cases. Codons 226 and 253 are identified as "hot spots" based on the mutation spectrum, indicating that *FOXA1* analysis may provide a relatively simple test for PCR-diagnostics. In addition to mutations, *FOXA1* amplification was detected in several estrogen- and androgen-dependent tumors \[[@r57]\]. Exome sequencing in 112 PC samples revealed point mutations of *SPOP* in 13% of cases. Tumors with *SPOP* driver mutations lack *TMPRSS2:ERG* and vice versa, providing further evidence for divergent clonal evolution in cancer. In fact, a separate subgroup of tumors with a "*SPOP* mutations/no *TMPRSS2:ERG*" status can be isolated \[[@r58]-[@r60]\]. *SPOP* encodes an AR cofactor that is involved in transcription complex assembly. The set of *SPOP* mutations detected in tumors by NSG includes Y87C, Y87N, F102C, S119N, F125V, W131G, F133L, and F133V \[[@r61]\]. Clustering within a region of approximately 200 bp, the *SPOP* mutations provide a convenient target for routine DNA diagnosis.

In another study, targeted sequencing of the key carcinogenesis-related genes in 45 samples of localized, metastatic hormone-sensitive, and hormone-refractory PC confirmed again that *TMPRSS2:ERG* occurs at a high frequency (44%) in PC and that AR plays an important role in both hormone-sensitive PC and CRPC (*AR* amplification or point mutations were observed in 24% and 20% of cases, respectively). The study additionally detected *PTEN* (44%) and *RB1* (28%) deletions, *TP53* mutations (40%), *MYC* amplification (12%), and *ATM* (8%) and *PIK3CA* (4%) mutations \[[@r62]\]. *SPOP*, which often mutates during PC progression according to earlier data, was not included in the NGS study design, but a fusion gene involving the *BRAF* proto-oncogene was observed. A *BRAF* mutation (T599_V600insHT) and a *CYP11B2* amplification were found to arise in PC during ketoconazole treatment to compensate for the cytostatic effect of the drug \[[@r63]\]. A subsequent study revealed slightly higher frequencies of the mutations in *AR* (63%), the ETS family (57%), *TP53* (53%) and *PTEN* (41%). In this study the majority of samples with *ТР53* point mutations were compound heterozygotes, in which one of the mutations was represented by a deletion, and another by a missense mutation, possibly with a dominant negative effect \[[@r64]\].

In general, NGS and earlier experiments showed that the main features that allow the identification of molecular subtypes in PC include fusion oncogenes, *TP53/RB1* inactivating mutations, *AURKA/MYCN* amplification, *PTEN* deletions, *AR* mutations and alternatively spliced variants, and *CHD1* and *SPOP* mutations. Subgroups isolated on the basis of these alterations differ in the activation of the AR, PI3K/PTEN/AKT, and RTK/RAS/MAPK signaling pathways and require different approaches to anticancer drug therapy \[[@r64]\]. According to the NGS data, the most common chromosomal rearrangements responsible for the progression of primary PC include *AR* amplification, homozygous *PTEN* and *NKX3.1* deletions, *CHD1* copy number alterations, and fusion genes. Regarding the common missense and nonsense point mutations that play a substantial role in the clonal evolution of the tumor, the most common are *AR* point mutations, which are found in 50% of primary PC subclones and more than 95% of metastases after hormonal therapy; *NCOA2* mutations, which occur at frequencies of 8% in primary PC and 37% in metastases; and mutations and deletions of the *TP53* tumor suppressor gene. A far greater number of genes display driver point mutations with a frequency of 1-15%; several tens of such mutations are described in metastatic low-differentiated PC and CRPC \[[@r65], [@r66]\] (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

Among the main signaling pathways involved in the PC--CRPC transition, components of the Wnt pathway are overexpressed to a greater extent, and somatic mutations of these genes occur in CRPC more often than in hormone-sensitive PC \[[@r67], [@r68]\]. In particular, mutations or amplification of *CTNNB1*, which is involved in the Wnt pathway, are detected in the cancer cell population possibly as an adaptive response to hormonal therapy. A mutation of *IDH1* at codon 132 arises in PC subpopulations and has potential therapeutic significance, because IDH inhibitors have already been used in clinical trials \[[@r69]\]. Whole-exome sequencing on the SOLiD platform revealed amplification of *PTK2* (1% in localized PC *vs* 35% in CRPC) and *YWHAZ* (3% in localized PC *vs* 48% in CRPC). Approximately 5-7% of PCs acquire a homozygous *ZBTB16* deletion, which is associated with a transition to CRPC and enzalutamide resistance \[[@r70], [@r71]\]. In addition to abiraterone and enzalutamide, which target amplified and overexpressed *AR* in CRPC, other agents can be considered as potential treatments based on the above high mutation frequencies, including PARP inhibitors (*ATM* is mutated in 8-20% of CRPC cases) and, in certain cases, inhibitors of the Akt (PIK3CA) or BRAF signaling pathways \[[@r67], [@r69]-[@r72]\]. Thus, NGS studies made it possible to expand the list of mutations responsible for the development and progression of PC and to identify potential targets for the design of new drugs.

CONCLUSION
==========

Studies of the specific molecular genetics of PC enabled considerable progress in our understanding of the mechanisms of prostate carcinogenesis. PC is already multifocal and genetically heterogeneous at early stages, as determined using conventional genetic methods and NGS. The earliest PC markers are the Δ3.4 mtDNA deletion, *PCA3* overexpression, and expression of the *TMPRSS2:ERG* fusion oncogene; *PCA3* and *TMPRSS2:ERG* are suitable for noninvasive PC diagnosis by urine sediment analysis. The point mutations identified in *SPOP* and *FOXA1* by NGS are of particular interest among the early DNA markers of PC. NGS has made it possible to isolate the main molecular subtypes of PC that depend on the presence or absence of chromosome aberrations producing *TMPRSS2:ERG* or *TMPRSS2:ETV1* and mutations of *CHD1* or *SPOP*. The mechanisms that mediate a switch to alternative splicing or the acquisition of new missense mutations, oncogene amplifications, and deletions of tumor suppressor genes may in turn act during androgen-deprivation therapy or PC progression to confer a selective advantage to the mutant CRPC clones. The first event is a switch to constitutively active AR-V7 or the acquisition of the *AR* missense mutations that increase AR activity or protect AR from proteolysis. Treatment with new-generation antiandrogens may lead to the selection of clones with the point mutations that affect *AR* or other key genes that activate AR through atypical ligands or abolish the antiandrogen effect. In a number of PC cases, the AR signaling pathway is inactivated and NED develops, accompanied by amplification of the *AURKA* and *MYCN* oncogenes and inactivating mutations of *TP53* and *RB1*, leading to a genuine castration-refractory character of the tumor, and suggesting a poor prognosis. At each step of its development, the tumor evolves to produce a new cancer cell population and to evade the effects of the anticancer treatments. Driver mutations responsible for the progression of PC subclones were characterized in *FOXA1, MED12, ATM, PIK3CA, TP53, RB1, MYC, AR, PTEN*, *PTK2, CDKN1B*, and other genes. Molecular diagnosis based on the data of mutations acquired during clonal evolution may substantially improve the accuracy of PC diagnosis and the efficiency of targeted therapy in the foreseeable future.
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###### 

DNA mutations and RNA gene expression as genetic markers of PС.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Gene (locus)**                                        **Target**                                                **Routine Method Suitable for Target Testing**                                                    **Interpretation**
  ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Early PC diagnostic markers*                                                                                                                                                                                       

  mtDNA                                                   3.4mtΔ deletion                                           RT PCR                                                                                            Associated with primary PC and the field cancerization area adjacent to the tumor

  *PCA3*                                                  Expression of exons 3 and 4                               -//-                                                                                              Overexpression is characteristic of PC

  *TMPRSS2:ERG*                                           mRNA expression                                           -//-                                                                                              Occurs in 50% of PC cases and 10% of high-grade PIN cases with a poor prognosis

  *SPOP*                                                  Point mutations of the MATH domain                        RT PCR, PCR after laser microdissection with subsequent pyrosequencing or Sanger sequencing, TS   Mutations characteristic of primary PC subgroups

  *FOXA1*                                                 Point mutations of the DNA-binding or C-terminal domain   -//-                                                                                              -//-

  *CHD1*                                                  Point mutations/deletions                                 MLPA and/or TS                                                                                    -//-

  *PTEN*                                                  -//-                                                      -//-                                                                                              -//-

  *Markers of CRPC and anticancer drug resistance*                                                                                                                                                                    

  *AR*                                                    1\) isoforms AR-V7 and AR-V567es,\                        1\) RT PCR\                                                                                       1\) associated with resistance to hormonal therapy\
                                                          2) missense mutations, amplification                      2) MLPA and/or TS                                                                                 2) F876L is a contraindication to enzalutamide treatment; T877A and L701H confer resistance to new-generation antiandrogens; G142V, D221H, L179R, W435L, E225K, and T575A suggest an adjustment of therapy (the mutations increase AR activity)

  *HSD3B1*                                                Missense mutations                                        TS                                                                                                Abiraterone resistance in CRPC

  *ZBTB16*                                                Homozygous deletions                                      MLPA or RT PCR                                                                                    Associated with enzalutamide resistance

  *IDH1*                                                  Missense mutations of codon 132                           RT PCR, PCR with SNaPshot                                                                         Expedient use of IDH inhibitors

  *Markers of metastatic PC, CRPC progression, and NED*                                                                                                                                                               

  *TP53*                                                  Deletions and inactivating point mutations                MLPA, TS                                                                                          Frequency of more than 50% in CRPC with NED, increases with PC progression\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Frequency of up to 85% in small cell PC with NED and CRPC

  *RB1*                                                   -//-                                                      -//-                                                                                              -//-

  *AURKA*                                                 Amplification and/or overexpression                       RT PCR and/or MLPA                                                                                Frequency of 5% in primary PC *vs* 40-60% in NED and up to 80% in metastases of HRPC with NED

  *MYCN*                                                  -//-                                                      -//-                                                                                              -//-

  *NCOA1*                                                 Somatic point mutations                                   TS                                                                                                Frequency of 8% in primary PC *vs* 37% in metastases

  *PTK2*                                                  -//-                                                      -//-                                                                                              Frequency of 1% in localized PC *vs* 35% in CRPC

  *YWHAZ*                                                 -//-                                                      -//-                                                                                              Frequency of 3% in localized PC *vs* 48% in CRPC
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RT PCR -- real-time polymerase chain reaction, TS -- targeted resequencing on a benchtop-NGS platform, MLPA -- multiple ligation probe amplification.
